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DAS Reparative Metadata Project 
 

Background 
Context 
In Fall 2021, Digital Public Library of America’s Plains to Peaks Collective presented DAS a list of 8700+ 
flagged terms within DAS’s descriptive metadata. These potentially problematic terms might be sexist, racist, 
homophobic, colonialist, etc. The goal of this project was to review a portion of those terms, as well as 
collection descriptions, and to identify items for revision or follow-up, recognize trends, identify issues for 
consideration, produce a summative report, and create training materials for staff. 

This project aligns with DAS 2022 Strategic Goals, specifically: 

Boost Equitable Access to Knowledge 

Ensure collection descriptions are accurately described and viewed through a social justice 
and equity lens. Identify and complete training for the department to create future anti-
oppressive metadata and archival descriptions. Create guidelines and test 
recommendations to remediate existing descriptions for omissions and diversity.   

Numbers 
The following is a breakdown of relevant numbers related to items reviewed: 

Number of flagged terms on 
DPLA list 

8728 

Number of items reviewed 
during this project 

1587 (18.2% of total list) 

Number of items flagged for 
revision/follow-up 

106 (6.7% of reviewed items) 

 

Process 
The process used to identify items for follow-up evolved as the practicum continued. This was due in part to 
my own increasing familiarity with DAS methods (e.g., learning that collections are the primary organizational 
tool in archives) and my increasing familiarity with the content of the DPLA list (e.g., learning that words like 
“fruit” in descriptive metadata were generally always used in a neutral way and needed less attention than 
other terms). 

I began sorting the list by term, focusing on race terms since these seemed most likely to cause harm if used 
problematically (see “terms” tab of Excel workbook). After working through the race terms, I discovered that 
the most issues were within the University Historic Photograph Collection, and thus focused the rest of my 
work on that collection. 



Common Issues 
Items for Revision by Collection 
As I note above, the University Historic Photograph Collection appeared most problematic and therefore a 
large percentage of my time was spent reviewing flagged terms within that collection. Several other 
collections, however, showed problematic/potentially problematic terms as well. The table below breaks down 
each collection with objects for follow-up/revision.  

Collection Number of Items 
Identified for Further 

Review 

Problematic term(s) 

University Historic Photograph 
Collection 64 

colored, distinguished, ethnic, 
expert, Mrs., gentleman, girl, 
Indian, Miss, monkey, Native 
Americans, Oriental, wife 

Theses and Dissertations 8 
Indians, Native Americans, 
Hispanics, Blacks, Asians 

Garst (Warren and Genevieve) 
Collection 6 Oriental, Indian 
Lummis (Charles F.) Papers 5 Indian 
Great Western Sugar Company 
Records 3 Indian, Native American 
Northern Colorado Veterans 
History Project 3 exotic 
Special Collections Maps 3 Indian 
Goslin (Ival V.) Collection 2 colored, Indian, aboriginals 
Moorhouse (Llewellyn Alexander) 
Papers 2 darky, Indian, Miss, Negro 
American Music Therapy 
Association Records 1 retarded 
Birky-Kreutzer (Pauline) Papers 1 retarded 
Carpenter (Delph E. and Family) 
Papers 1 Indian 
Colorado Water Congress 
Collection 1 Native Americans 
International Poster Collection 1 illegal aliens 
Local Colorado and Regional 
History Collection 1 Indian, Mrs. 
Milenski (Frank) Papers 1 Indian 

Trends within Collection Objects 
• The term “Indian” appeared in problematic/potentially problematic ways in many collections. An 

instance of “Indian” (or “Native American”) was marked for revision/follow-up when it referred to 
Indigenous people in general terms without identifying specific communities or tribes by name (e.g., 
“Indian country”). Please see this document for more information on why using tribal names is best 
practice.

https://najanewsroom.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/NAJA_Reporting_and_Indigenous_Terminology_Guide.pdf
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• The University Historic Photograph Collection used many terms in problematic ways. “Girl” was used
frequently (often referring to college women as “girls”); “Miss” and “Mrs.” were flagged when the
description omitted a first name for the person; “Oriental” was flagged in all instances in this
collection, as it always referred to Asian items or people.

o Important note: the term “colored” is flagged in this collection, though the term never refers to
a person. In each case, the term was flagged for other reasons. For instance, there are several
items referring to a “dark colored Professor Ufford’s chicken,” which is attempting to simply
describe a type of chicken – Professor Ufford’s chicken – with dark coloring. However, the
word order could be potentially harmful since the words “dark colored professor” appear in
sequence.

• The abstracts of Theses and Dissertations contain a variety of race-related terms; a majority (six of
eight flagged objects) are from theses and dissertations written from 2000-2019.

• Although only appearing once or twice, some terms are quite offensive (e.g., “retarded,” “darky,”
“negro,” etc.)

• The Northern Colorado Veterans Project includes the term “exotic” in problematic ways in three of the
objects reviewed (e.g., “exotic ports all over the world”).

• The Garst collection includes multiple instances of the term “Oriental” in reference to animals instead
of people (e.g., “Oriental small-clawed otter”), as this is (or was) a scientific descriptor for the animal.

Please see Considerations and Next Steps sections below for more information and recommendations on 
each of the items listed above.  

Considerations 
Several items are marked with a question mark in the “May Need Revision” column in the Excel workbook 
when I was unsure whether the information needed revision and/or how it could be revised. These were 
generally objects where the problematic term is used within descriptive metadata that was not written by an 
archivist, such as: 

• Information from a Table of Contents taken from the creator of the original document (e.g., the use of
the word “retarded” in the American Music Therapy Association Records, or the terms “darky” and
“negro” in the Moorhouse papers.)

• The title of photographs determined by the photographer (e.g., the University Historic Photograph
Collection has several items with the title “girl sponsors”).

• Abstracts for theses and dissertations written by the researcher (e.g., “Blacks” or “Hispanics”).

Trends within Collection Descriptions 
In addition to reviewing flagged terms within the DPLA list, this project also included a review of collection 
descriptions in CONTENTdm and DSpace.  

CONTENTdm Collection Descriptions 
Aside from a handful of typos and grammatical errors, the main issues within these collection descriptions 
were aggrandizing language for white males (“expert,” “eminent,” etc.)   

Additionally, some language within collection descriptions could be more accessible and welcoming to non-
experts (i.e., those new to/unfamiliar with archival research). For instance, the term “born digital” is common 
among archivists but may be unknown to those outside the field. Similarly, many collection descriptions 
explain the contents of the full collection, followed by an explanation of what the digital collection contains. 
Those familiar with archives may understand that only a portion of the collection is online (hence the 
distinction between the “collection” and the “digitized collection,”) but those unfamiliar with the workings of 
archives may need more explanation to understand that a visit to the archives in person will yield more 
information on their topic.  



Similarly, the CSU Libraries’ Statement on Challenging Descriptive Metadata on the main page of the digital 
collections is, according to the readability statistics in Microsoft Word, written for grade level 14.5 (college 
level). Best practices for web writing recommend language for grade level 8.    

 

DSpace Collection Descriptions 
There are several typos and grammatical errors in these collection descriptions (likely a result of people from 
a variety of disciplines writing the metadata for their own collection). Additionally, the Department of Design 
and Merchandizing uses aggrandizing language to describe designer Mr. Blackwell.  

 

Next Steps 
ASC Agency in Redescription 
Just as the original archivists had the power to describe the objects that are now flagged for revision, so too 
do CSU archivists now have the power and obligation to redescribe these objects in the spirit of the CSU 
Principles of Community. With contributions from colleagues and constituencies, ASC can embrace the 
participatory archives model and ensure that all people feel welcome and included within the archive space.   

Action Items 
Based on my review of flagged terms, I recommend the following actions as the highest priority: 

1. Determine a course of action for highly offensive terms in descriptions not written by archivists (e.g., 
Tables of Contents, photograph titles, abstracts of theses and dissertations.) A number of these terms 
are extremely problematic by today’s standards. These revisions may include offering an explanatory 
note about language (similar to language added to blackface photos) or revising problematic language 
and including revised wording in brackets (e.g., “Music for the Mentally Retarded” becomes “Music for 
the [Intellectually Disabled] Mentally Retarded,” or other, similar revision). 

2. Revise the flagged objects in the University Historic Photograph Collection, beginning with “Oriental.” 
The images where that term appears are likely highly insulting to Asian Americans. 

3. Work to identify specific tribal community names in items where the words “Indian” or “Native 
Americans” refer to Indigenous communities in the aggregate.  

4. Explore whether there are updated, less offensive, scientifically accurate terms to use when animals 
are referred to with the term “Oriental” in the Garst collection.  

https://inclusiveexcellence.colostate.edu/resources/principles-of-community/
https://inclusiveexcellence.colostate.edu/resources/principles-of-community/
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5. Re-write the descriptions in the Northern Colorado Veterans Project that use the word “exotic,” as use 
of the term in these descriptions is inherently othering.  

6. Decide on a plan to ensure the full DPLA list is eventually reviewed. Items that are low priority are:  
i. use of the word “fruit” and “apples,” as these tend to be pictures of fruit trees 
ii. use of the word “bird” and “eggs,” as these are generally pictures of birds and eggs 

iii. use of the word “important” in theses and dissertations, as these tend to be 
researchers explaining why their work is valuable in the field 

iv. use of the word “distinguished” in the University Digital Photograph Collection, as 
these are generally images from the University Distinguished Alumni Awards or 
pictures of University Distinguished Professors 

 

Reflection on Project 
Affective Elements 
I was pleasantly surprised to see how few items needed revision relative to the number I reviewed. After 
reading about the issue of problems in descriptive metadata, attending meetings of the Reparative Metadata 
Working Group, discussing library-related DEI issues in my LIS courses, and seeing how long the DPLA list of 
flagged terms was, I had expected the digital collections to be rife with problematic descriptions. I am relieved 
that they were not. 

Having said that, though, I will also note that even though they were few in number, some of the objects did 
make me cringe. The term “monkey,” for instance, was flagged within the description of an extraordinarily 
offensive photo in the University Historic Photo Collection: a picture from CSU’s “Hobo Picnic” of the 1930’s, 
showing three students in blackface, one holding a stuffed monkey. That such activities ever took place on 
CSU’s campus (and were photographed for posterity) was not surprising on an intellectual level; however, 
seeing photographic evidence of it was extremely discomfiting. I can only imagine how much more so it would 
be if I were a person of color.  

Research  
I created a LibGuide for ASC staff that includes case studies, language resources, and other readings related 
to reparative description; a hard copy of these resources are attached as an appendix to this report.  

During the review of flagged records, I found Hatebase.org to be very useful. The DPLA list pulled many of its 
flagged terms from Hatebase, and the website gives information on why a word like “apple” might be 
offensive. Additionally, readings within the “Arguments for Reparative Description” section of the LibGuide 
were helpful in introducing me to the “why” of this endeavor, especially since I do not have training in 
archives and have thus not encountered DEI issues within this specific context before.  

Finally, my own previous participation in CSU’s DEI initiatives, such as the Intergroup Relations Institute in 
2019 or the Social Justice Leadership Institute in 2018, provided a strong foundation for this work. They 
introduced me to issues of implicit bias, the problems of “neutrality,” and gave me heighted awareness about 
the power of language to marginalize or include. Although those specific programs may no longer exist (or 
have been changed over time), I do encourage any ASC staff interested in DEI to seize the many opportunities 
offered by the Office of the Vice President for Inclusive Excellence.  

Time Allotted 

https://slis-uiowa.libguides.com/reparative-description
https://hatebase.org/
https://inclusiveexcellence.colostate.edu/trainings/employee-dei-trainings/


 

 
  

This project was broken into three major phases: review of flagged records, preparation of the 
LibGuide/reading list, and preparation of this report. As you can see from the table below, a large majority of 
my time was spent reviewing records; ASC staff may want to keep this in mind as they plan for review of the 
remaining items in the DPLA list.  

Phase of Project Percentage of Time Spent 
Review of flagged records and collection 
descriptions 

62% 

Preparation of LibGuide/reading list 12% 
Preparation of final report 25% 
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Resources 
LibGuide 
URL: https://slis-uiowa.libguides.com/reparative-description  
 

Note: these items are organized to correspond with the categories and the article order within 
LibGuide. The LibGuide (and therefore the list below) presents articles alphabetically by article title, 
not by author’s last name.    

What is Reparative Description? 
“Reparative Description.” Society of American Archivists, 2022, https://dictionary.archivists.org/entry/reparative-

description.html#:~:text=n.,characterize%20archival%20resources%20(View%20Citations).  

Arguments for Reparative Description 
Ramierz, Mario H. “Being Assumed Not to Be: A Critique of Whiteness as an Archival Imperative.” The American 

Archivist, vol. 78, no. 2, 2015, pp. 339-356, https://doi.org/10.17723/0360-9081.78.2.339 

Tai, Jessica. “Cultural Humility as a Framework for Anti-Oppressive Archival Description.” Journal of Critical 
Library and Information Studies, vol. 3, no. 2, 2021, https://doi.org/10.24242/jclis.v3i2.120 

Gilliland, Anne J. and Sue McKemmish. “The Role of Participatory Archives in Furthering Human Rights, 
Reconciliation, and Recovery.” Atlanti: Review for Modern Archival Theory and Practice, 24, 2014, pp. 78-88, 
https://escholarship.org/uc/item/346521tf  

Rolan, Gregory. “Agency in the Archive: A Model for Participatory Recordkeeping.” Archival Science, 17, 2017, 
pp. 195-225, https://doi.org/10.1007/s10502-016-9267-7  

Luster, Dominique. “Archives Have the Power to Boost Marginalized Voices.” YouTube, uploaded by 
TedXPittsburgh, 29 June 2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XsNPlBBi1IE  

Language Resources 
“Guidelines for Writing About People with Disabilities.” ADA National Network, Mar. 2022, 

https://adata.org/factsheet/ADANN-writing  

“Problem LCSH.” Cataloging Lab, n.d., https://cataloginglab.org/problem-lcsh/ 

“Disability Language Style Guide.” National Center on Disability and Journalism, Aug. 2021, https://ncdj.org/style-
guide/  

“GLAAD Media Reference Guide.” GLAAD, 11th ed., n.d., https://www.glaad.org/reference  

Hatebase, Hatebase Inc., 2022, https://hatebase.org/  

“Homosaurus: An International LGBTQ+ Linked Data Vocabulary.” Homosaurus.org, Digital Transgender Archive, 
n.d., https://homosaurus.org/  

https://slis-uiowa.libguides.com/reparative-description
https://dictionary.archivists.org/entry/reparative-description.html#:%7E:text=n.,characterize%20archival%20resources%20(View%20Citations)
https://dictionary.archivists.org/entry/reparative-description.html#:%7E:text=n.,characterize%20archival%20resources%20(View%20Citations)
https://doi.org/10.17723/0360-9081.78.2.339
https://doi.org/10.24242/jclis.v3i2.120
https://escholarship.org/uc/item/346521tf
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10502-016-9267-7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XsNPlBBi1IE
https://adata.org/factsheet/ADANN-writing
https://cataloginglab.org/problem-lcsh/
https://ncdj.org/style-guide/
https://ncdj.org/style-guide/
https://www.glaad.org/reference
https://hatebase.org/
https://homosaurus.org/


“Reporting and Indigenous Terminology.” Native American Journalists Association, Nov. 2018, 
https://najanewsroom.com/wp-
content/uploads/2018/11/NAJA_Reporting_and_Indigenous_Terminology_Guide.pdf  

“Power of Words Handbook: A Guide to Language About Japanese Americans in World War II.” Japanese 
American Citizens League, Aug. 2020, 
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5e8e0d3e848b7a506128dddf/t/5ffc861741448928cd131066/1610384921
163/POW-Handbook-Rev2020-V4.pdf 

Description Guidelines By and For Archivists 
“Anti-Racist Description Resources.” Archives for Black Lives in Philadelphia, Oct. 2019, 

https://archivesforblacklives.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/ardr_final.pdf  

Lellman, Charlotte G. “Guidelines for Inclusive and Conscientious Description.” Harvard Center for the History of 
Medicine, 20 Jan. 2022, 
https://wiki.harvard.edu/confluence/display/hmschommanual/Guidelines+for+Inclusive+and+Conscientious+Des
cription  

“Reparative Archival Description Working Group: Home.” Yale University Library, 7 Mar. 2022, 
https://guides.library.yale.edu/c.php?g=1140330&p=8319098  

Case Studies on Reparative Description 
Farnel, Sharon and Sheila Laroque. “Decolonizing Description at the University of Alberta Libraries,” University of 

Alberta Library, 1 Apr. 2018, https://doi.org/10.7939/R3FQ9QM1S  

Berry, Dorothy. “Hide and Seek: Organizing Hidden Collections for Umbra Search African American History.” Los 
Angeles Archivists Collective, n.d., http://www.laacollective.org/work/hide-and-seek-organizing-hidden-
collections-for-umbra-search-african-american-history  

Hughes-Watkins, Lae’l. “Moving Toward a Reparative Archive: A Roadmap for a Holistic Approach to Disrupting 
Homogenous Histories in Academic Repositories and Creating Inclusive Spaces for Marginalized Voices.” The 
Journal of Contemporary Archival Studies, 5, 2018, https://elischolar.library.yale.edu/jcas/vol5/iss1/6  

Dean, Courtney. “Redescribing Japanese American Collections at UCLA.” Descriptive Notes: Newsletter of the 
SAA Description Section, Summer 2019, https://www2.archivists.org/sites/all/files/descriptive-notes-summer-
2019.pdf  

Lellman, Charlotte. “Describing Better: Outdated Language.” Harvard Center for the History of Medicine, 11 Feb. 
2021, https://countway.harvard.edu/news/describing-better-outdated-language 

“Implementing Reparative Description for Indigenous Collections,” Native American Archives Section, Society of 
American Archivists, 26 May 2021, https://www2.archivists.org/groups/native-american-archives-section/naas-
reparative-description-webinar-now-available  

Other URLs Linked within this Report 
 “Principles of Community,” Office of Inclusive Excellence, Colorado State University, 2022, 

https://inclusiveexcellence.colostate.edu/resources/principles-of-community/  

“Employee DEI Trainings,” Office of Inclusive Excellence, Colorado State University, 2022, 
https://inclusiveexcellence.colostate.edu/trainings/employee-dei-trainings/  

https://najanewsroom.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/NAJA_Reporting_and_Indigenous_Terminology_Guide.pdf
https://najanewsroom.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/NAJA_Reporting_and_Indigenous_Terminology_Guide.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5e8e0d3e848b7a506128dddf/t/5ffc861741448928cd131066/1610384921163/POW-Handbook-Rev2020-V4.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5e8e0d3e848b7a506128dddf/t/5ffc861741448928cd131066/1610384921163/POW-Handbook-Rev2020-V4.pdf
https://archivesforblacklives.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/ardr_final.pdf
https://wiki.harvard.edu/confluence/display/hmschommanual/Guidelines+for+Inclusive+and+Conscientious+Description
https://wiki.harvard.edu/confluence/display/hmschommanual/Guidelines+for+Inclusive+and+Conscientious+Description
https://guides.library.yale.edu/c.php?g=1140330&p=8319098
https://doi.org/10.7939/R3FQ9QM1S
http://www.laacollective.org/work/hide-and-seek-organizing-hidden-collections-for-umbra-search-african-american-history
http://www.laacollective.org/work/hide-and-seek-organizing-hidden-collections-for-umbra-search-african-american-history
https://elischolar.library.yale.edu/jcas/vol5/iss1/6
https://elischolar.library.yale.edu/jcas/vol5/iss1/6
https://www2.archivists.org/sites/all/files/descriptive-notes-summer-2019.pdf
https://www2.archivists.org/sites/all/files/descriptive-notes-summer-2019.pdf
https://countway.harvard.edu/news/describing-better-outdated-language
https://countway.harvard.edu/news/describing-better-outdated-language
https://www2.archivists.org/groups/native-american-archives-section/naas-reparative-description-webinar-now-available
https://www2.archivists.org/groups/native-american-archives-section/naas-reparative-description-webinar-now-available
https://inclusiveexcellence.colostate.edu/resources/principles-of-community/
https://inclusiveexcellence.colostate.edu/trainings/employee-dei-trainings/
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